USF in London
Location: London, United Kingdom
Program Term: Summer - 4 weeks
Program Director: Dr. Scott Solomon msolomon@usf.edu
Program Manager: Elena Efremova efremon@usf.edu
Credit: 6 hours direct credit
  • ENG 3674: Harry Potter Films: Film & Culture
  • ENG 4955: English Study Abroad: Jane Austen in London
  • Other courses available

University of Exeter
Location: Exeter, United Kingdom
Program Term: Fall or Spring term
Program Manager: Rene Sanchez rene@usf.edu
Credit: 12+ hours exchange credit; sample courses include:
  • CRW 2100 - Intro to Creative Writing (EAS 1031)
  • CRW 4930 - Serious Play Creative Writing Workshop (EAS 3134)
  • CRW 4930 - Creative Writing: Finding your Voice (EAS 2087)
  • CRW 4930 & CRW 3121 - Mystery and Manners: The American Short Story (EAS 3238)
  • ENL 3017 & ENL 3251 - Romanticism (EAS 2106)
  • ENL 3017 - Prostitutes, Pornographers and Introverts
  • LIT 3451 & LIT 3930 - Ghosts, Witches, and Demons: The Renaissance Supernatural (EAS 3409)
  • LIT 3301 & LIT 3930 - Gothic Evolutions: Literature and Visual Culture (EAS 3229)
  • LIT 3930 - Literature/Anti- Literature (EAS 3180)
  • LIT 2020 - The Poem (EAS 1038)
  • LIT 3930 - Modern Irish Literature (EAS 3226)
  • LIT 4930 - Evolutions of Romance Literature (EAS 3225)

Exeter Summer School
Location: Exeter, United Kingdom
Program Term: Summer - 3-6 weeks
Program Manager: Rene Sanchez rene@usf.edu
Credit: 3+ hours transfer credit; sample classes include
  • ENL 4501 - Rethinking Shakespeare: Beyond the Bard
  • ENL 3026 - Tolkien on Page and Screen
  • ENL 3017 - Victorian Evolutions and Revolutions
  • ENL 3017 - Victorian Decadents, Degenerates, Goths, and Global Citizens

See a full list of programs at https://www.usf.edu/world/education-abroad/- educationabroad@usf.edu
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**Semester in Florence**
Location: Florence, Italy  
Program Term: *Fall or Spring term*  
Program Manager: Jim Pulos [jpulos@usf.edu](mailto:jpulos@usf.edu)  
Credit: 12+ hours transfer credits; sample courses include:
- CRW 3111 - Creative Writing  
- LIT 3144 - Lit In European Cultures  
- LIT 3930 - Lit Of The Grand Tour Of Italy  
- LIT 3930 - Love Letters of Great Men & Women  
- LIT 4930 - Neapolitan Novels: Elena Ferran  
- LIT 4930 - Postcolonial Literature  
- ENC 3310 - Writing About Florence  
- ENC 3310 - Critical Writing  
- ENC 4931 - Ethics In Communication  
- ENC 4931 - Professional Book Production  
- ENC 4931 - Writing For The Arts I  
- ENL 4501 - Dante Alighieri's Florence

**Ewha International Summer School**
Location: Seoul, South Korea  
Program Term: *Summer - 4 weeks*  
Credit: 3+ hours transfer credits; sample courses include:
- AML 3674 Contemporary Korean and Korean American Fiction

See a full list of programs at [https://www.usf.edu/world/education-abroad/](https://www.usf.edu/world/education-abroad/) - educationabroad@usf.edu